We present constraints on how far single field inflation may depart from the familiar slowroll paradigm. Considering a fast-roll regime while requiring a (near)-scale-invariant power spectrum introduces large self-interactions for the field and consequently large and scaledependent non-Gaussianities. Employing this signal, we use the requirement of weak-coupling together with WMAP constraints to derive bounds on generic P (X, φ) theories of single field inflation.
Introduction: Recently much progress has been made in understanding inflationary phenomenology beyond the slow-roll paradigm 1,2,3,4,5,6 , i.e. where inflation is not almost de Sitter. An important question then poses itself: How far may we depart from the standard slow-roll regime without coming into conflict with observational and theoretical constraints? More specifically, what bounds can we place on "slow roll" parameters (which measure the "distance" from purely de Sitter expansion)? Here we present a number of such constraints for generic classes of inflationary single field models.
Departure from pure de Sitter expansion generically breaks the scale invariance of n-point correlation functions for the curvature perturbation ζ. However, present-day data constrain the 2-point function (the power spectrum) to be near scale-invariant 7 . Generic single field models can restore this observed behaviour via the introduction of non-canonical kinetic terms and hence a time-varying "speed of sound" c s . In doing so, large interaction terms are produced at the level of the cubic action, leading to the generation of large levels of non-Gaussianity. These will be heavily constrained by CMB and large scale structure surveys in the near future and as such non-Gaussianity becomes an excellent tool for constraining slow-roll parameters.
The setup: We consider general single field inflation models described by an action
where
It is useful to introduce a hierarchy of slow-roll parameters
where a is the scale factor of an FRW metric and H(t) =ȧ/a is the corresponding Hubble rate. c s is the speed of sound with which perturbations propagate, essentially quantifying the non-canonical nature of (1). A near de Sitter expansion is associated with the slow-roll regime, where ǫ, η...ǫ s , η s ... ≪ 1 and accelerated expansion takes place as long as ǫ < 1. We now wish to Note how the overall amplitude is suppressed and the shape has changed, now peaking in the enfolded limit.
understand what constraints can be placed on these parameters. For simplicity we here focus on the case where slow-roll is broken at the first level in the hierarchy, for ǫ and ǫ s , but assume that slow-roll conditions still hold for higher order parameters, setting η, η s ∼ 0.
In deriving the constraints presented here we will firstly map present-day observational bounds, especially those coming from the WMAP experiment 7 , onto the parameter space of fastrolling models. As a second guidance principle we will impose a minimal theoretical constraint: The fluctuations described by (1) should remain weakly coupled for at least ∼ 10 e-folds. This range corresponds to the observable window of scales where primordial non-Gaussianity may be measured (running from CMB, k −1 ∼ 10 3 Mpc, to galactic scales, k −1 ∼ 1 Mpc).
Why require weak coupling at all? Strong coupling scales are frequently associated with the appearance of new physics. In the standard model, for example, the would-be strong coupling scale lies around ∼ 1 T eV , before the Higgs is introduced. We may expect an analogue to be true for single field inflation models, especially given the generic presence of other massive degrees of freedom (dof) in UV completions of primordial physics. Such dofs may be integrated out at low energies, but can become relevant around the would-be strong coupling scale 8, 9 . If so, predictions beyond this scale will depend on exactly how and which dofs enter. Flipping the argument around, even if we were able to calculate the dynamics for generic strongly coupled systems, one should remain cautious whether the effective field theory under consideration is valid anymore in such circumstances. As such we will require weak coupling to ensure that (1) is predictive over at least the observable window of scales where primordial fluctuations may be measured.
Non-Gaussian signals: The 2-point function of the curvature perturbation ζ is given by
where P ζ is the power spectrum. Taking a lead from 1 we will focus on computing non-Gaussian signals assuming an exactly scale-invariant 2-point function n s = 1 in what follows, requiring ǫ s = −2ǫ. For (n s − 1)-dependent (and hence suppressed) corrections see 2, 3, 6 . The 3-point function measures the strength of interactions of the field a which are described by the interaction vertices in the cubic action 10,3
The 3-point function itself can be expressed through the amplitude A
a A free field is Gaussian, hence the 3-point function captures the non-Gaussian statistics for ζ. where f equi NL serves as a convenient single number measure of the amplitude of non-Gaussianity in the equilateral limit k 1 = k 2 = k 3 and the power spectrum P ζ is conventionally calculated for the mode K = k 1 + k 2 + k 3 . The size of non-Gaussianities is then a function of the parameters c −2 s , f X , ǫ, n s , where f X b essentially measures the strength of the first interaction vertex ζ ′3 and satisfies 3
). Since requiring a scale-invariant 2-point function yields ǫ s = −2ǫ, fast-roll models with ǫ ∼ O(1) lead to a rapidly decreasing c s (as long as inflation is not ghost-like, i.e. ǫ < 0). They therefore naturally yield regimes where c s is small and the 3-point function is large. A useful fitting formula in this context is 1
This has three significant consequences for fast-roll phenomenology:
• Fast-roll suppresses f NL . Figure 1 and eqn. (7) show that for equilateral non-Gaussianity, f equi NL is generically reduced when departing from the slow-roll regime. This implies that models with e.g. such a small speed of sound c s that they violate observational constraints in the slow-roll limit, can still be allowed when considering fast-roll scenarios.
• The shape of the bispectrum is modified. Figure 1 also shows that fast-roll suppression is not an artefact of focusing on the equilateral limit, but that in fact the full bispectrum as described by A is fast-roll suppressed. Furthermore the shape of the amplitude is modified -full details are given in 1,2 , but figure 1 illustrates a particular case where a predominantly equilateral shape is altered into an "enfolded" shape, peaking in the limit 2k 1 = k 2 = k 3 .
• The allowed parameter-space for f X , c s becomes wider. As a result of fast-roll suppression observational bounds, e.g. the WMAP result 7 f equil NL = 26 ± 240 at 95% confidence, map onto weaker constraints for parameters f X , c s at the expense of enlarged ǫ. Figure 2 shows how constraints are altered, cf. 11 .
Induced blue running of non-Gaussianities → strong coupling constraints: The dependence of the 3-point function on K can be described by the parameter n NG − 1 ≡ d ln |f equi NL |/d ln K. Expanding around the phenomenologically motivated small c s limit, we find
which is an exact result in ǫ (the solution to all orders in c s can be found in 2 ). Interestingly this means we have a generically blue running of non-Gaussianities (as long as ǫ < 0), resulting in larger interactions and hence enlarged signals on smaller scales. In other words, primordial non-Gaussianities measured on e.g. galaxy cluster scales would be larger than those measured at CMB scales. However, this also means interactions will eventually become strongly coupled for sufficiently small scales. Following 12 we take the ratio of cubic and quadratic Lagrangians as our measure of strong coupling, requiring
for fluctuations to be weakly coupled, roughly corresponding to f NL ≪ 10 5 . If this condition breaks (at horizon crossing, where n-point correlation functions are evaluated here), quantum loop corrections are no longer suppressed and a perturbative treatment is no longer applicable. We now impose a minimal constraint of at least ∼ 10 e-folds of weakly coupled inflation governed by action (1), corresponding to the window of scales where primordial non-Gaussianity may be observable (from CMB, k −1 ∼ 10 3 Mpc, to galactic scales, k −1 ∼ 1 Mpc). c Depending on the size of f equi NL at CMB scales, this results in different bounds on n NG as shown in figure 2 . In terms of the scale K the appropriate range here corresponds to K gal /K CMB ≃ 10 3 . For f NL this means f equi NL (CMB) ≈ 10 −3(n NG −1) f equi NL (Gal). If the bound on n NG is satisfied, non-Gaussian interactions remain under perturbative control throughout the range of observable scales. In the optimistic scenario with detectable CMB non-Gaussianities, i.e. f equi NL (CMB) O(10), we can combine these constraints with equation (8) to put an upper bound on ǫ: ǫ 0.3. 1,2 If f equi NL (CMB) O(100) the bound is strengthened to ǫ 0.2. This shows how one can constrain the amount of slow-roll violation by requiring the action (1) to be a valid effective field theory over the observable range of scales for primordial fluctuations. d
